Comment R O N A L D L. BREIGER*
Holland and Leinhardt have long been among the most innovative and most productive researchers in the field of social network analysis. I and my colleagues were gratified to have some aspects of the empirical findings derived from our network theory supported rather strikingly in their accompanying article pioneering new approaches to binary matrices. At the same time we were surprised, given our theoretical goals, at the awkwardness of certain aspects of Holland and Leinhardt's approach.
In the "empirical example" section of their paper, Holland and Leinhardt's pl distribution provides a null model of an idealized structure. A null model for social networks should be well defined, plausible, and clearly capable of rejection in applications where definite structure exists. The p , model fulfills these criteria admirably, as demonstrated in Holland and Leinhardt's Section 4. On the other hand, if one's goal is an explicit model of social structure, a modeling context that goes beyond the null hypothesis is required. Some specific directions are provided below.
It seems anomalous to generate predictions for square binary arrays from a statistical framework that in the given instance is unable to predict any one of the possible array events with a "probability" over one-half (see Holland and Leinhardt's Table 4 ). As the authors point out, "most of the [observed] relational ties in this example are 'unexpected,"' in the sense that the 38 residuals greater than + .70 are a subset of the 56 observed data ties. (Each residual greater than + .70 results, of course, from matching an observed value of "1" with a predicted value less than .30). I have no doubt that the HollandLeinhardt stance on what is interesting will pay off in drawing generalizations across the enormous array of square binary matrices. But I do not see why a sociologist, theorist or field worker, is much concerned for social network analysis unless it leads to models of explicit social structure.
This brings me to my second point. Their pioneering development of statistical tools leads Holland and Leinhardt away from a focus on patterns of relationships and toward a framework within which a structure of persons and relations is decomposed into a heap of pairs, which I argue is inappropriate for social networks. Indeed, the frequent collaborator with Holland and Leinhardt in past publications, the sociologist James A. Davis, writes in his survey article on the previous Davis-Holland-Leinhardt studies of his "regret [over] our slide from global structure to microanalysis. . . I wish we had been able to move upward to say things about groups as a whole instead of retreating to a perspective from which a triad looks as large and complicated as intergalactic space" (Davis 1979, p. 60) .
Put these points together: Holland and Leinhardt's goal is not to replicate entries in the network proper (the interior cell values and the structure of present and absent ties), and no attempt is made to discern an overall contextual pattern. I now illustrate that simultaneous reversal of these two weaknesses (from my point of view) can yield results.
Blockmodel analysis "requires the aggregation of a population's members into distinct sets, termed blocks, such that each set is treated homogeneously across all networks simultaneously" (Breiger 1979, p. 23) . From this perspective, the basic point is that each of the nine submatrices resulting from our three-block partition should be internally homogeneous if the blockmodel analysis makes sense. Provisionally adopting Holland and Leinhardt's p , model as a characterization of a homogeneous structure, I will therefore apply their model separately to each of the nine submatrices identified in White, Boorman, and Breiger (1976, p. 750) and reported in Holland and Leinhardt's Figure 5 . If the pl model fits the full matrix poorly, but fits each of the blocked submatrices well, then the improvement in fit is due to the explicit structure uncovered by the blockmodel. (Such improvement should not be confused with a "test" of the blockmodel; see the last paragraph of this Comment.) The underlying "principle of internal homogeneity" as a criterion for assessing the fit of a simultaneous partition of the rows and columns of a square array is proposed in Breiger (1981) and is implemented there in log-linear models for counted data in social mobility tables.
Fitted values obtained from applying Holland and Leinhardt's pl model separately to each of the nine blocked submatrices are reported in the accompanying Table 1 . Treating only those entires greater than .50 in Table 1 reader will find 22 errors of prediction: 8 cells predicted and Leinhardt's model. Of these 56 cells with the highest to be "1" are actually "0," and 14 cell predictions err expected values, 51 appear in just three columns (each conversely. column consisting entirely of fitted values above .30, exThe reader may compare these predictions directly cept for self-choices), and 33 of these correspond to the with those of Holland and Leinhardt (their Table 4 ). To observed absence of ties. The contrast of Tables 2 and aid intuition, I report (in Table 3 of this Comment) Hol-3 suggests the implications of a model of definite structure. land and Leinhardt's predicted values above and below Narrowing the gap between a "suggestion" such as .30 (of which 56 are greater than .30; no predicted value this one and a rigorous statistical procedure is a goal that is greater than SO; my choice of .30 is arbitrary, but the Holland and Leinhardt's paper advances. Clearly, sevreader may experiment with other choices). Treating only eral entire submatrices in the accompanying Table 1 are those entries greater than .30 in Table 3 as predictions fitted exactly under the model, which (even apart from of ties, the reader will find 74 errors of prediction (37 this fact) exhibits fewer degrees of freedom than Holland cells predicted to be "1" are actually "0," and 37 cell and Leinhardt's p , model applied to the full matrix. I am predictions err conversely). What is more, Table 3 em-not prepared to assess the goodness of fit of the model phasizes the patterning of ties predicted from Holland for the blocked data. The model illustrated here ( Table   Table 2 1) appears to be a natural generalization of the HollandLeinhardt model that may prove useful in the analysis of matrices whose rows and columns have been partitioned, and where homogeneity of structure is hypothesized to be confined within the resulting submatrices. (The reader's attention is also called to the similarly motivated but distinct work of Fienberg and Wasserman in their important paper, 1979, Sec. 6.) The major technical considerations raised by these observations notwithstanding, there is also a crucial substantive point to be made. Despite the utility of measures of deviation from a well-defined null structure, sociological analysis is most in need of explicit models of the overall structures of observed populations. One further main theoretical issue deserves recognition. Structural equivalence, an algebraic homomorphism concept rather than a labeling of each node with a derived statistical measure, is needed to provide an overall structural perspective and complement local concepts such as cliques. Holland and Leinhardt seem to me to be so literal about adopting standard parametric techniques that they confound any possibility of introducing such ideas (cf. White 1977) . None of their techniques seem to have any relation to the semigroup-algebraic side of our theorybased analysis of multiple networks , Breiger and Pattison 1978 , Mandel 1978 , Pattison 1980 . Nonetheless, this paper by Holland and Leinhardt constitutes a major contribution to the development of statistical models for digraph data, and will serve as an enduring foundation for future work.
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